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Research is to see what everybody else has seen, and to
think what nobody else has thought.
- Albert Szent-Gyorgyi

The Austin Surgery Research Prize
The Austin Surgery Research Prize iwas inaugurated in 2003 and supported by Johnson and Johnson Pty Ltd.
The main aim of the prize was to foster interest in clinical and basic science research amongst trainees at all
levels within the Division of Surgery and reward excellence in achievement. It is gratifying to note that interest
amongst trainees has remained high as seen by the number of high quality presentations submitted this year.
We are grateful to Johnson and Johnson Pty Ltd who have remained steadfast in their commitment to supporting
research at the Austin. In addition we are also indebted to the senior medical staff of the Austin who have
encouraged research amongst the trainees. Without this support much of the work presented here would not
be possible.
To commemorate ten successful years of conducting the Austin Surgery Research Prize, a new medallion has
been commissioned to be awarded to the winner. This will replace the old medal that had been awarded for
the past ten years.

Prof C Christophi
Head, Department of Surgery
Austin Health
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PROGRAM
1300 Refreshments courtesy of Johnson & Johnson Pty Ltd
1330 Introduction
1345 Matthew Lee - “Radial to femoral arterial pulse contour cardiac index agreement
during orthotopic liver transplantation.”
1400 Georgina Riddiough -“Indocyanine green clearance to assess donor liver function.”
1415 Ramesh Bhandari - “Perioperative outcomes of liver resections in patients of 80 years
of age and older.”
1430 Raymond Yap - “Why Everyone Should Have a Tattoo (on their colon).”
1445 Nagendra Dudi Venkata – “Educational attitudes of General Surgical SET and NonSET (NSET) Trainees in a metropolitan teaching hospital.”
1500 Lawrence Lau -“Assessment of Liver Remnant using ICG Clearance Intraoperatively
during Vascular Exclusion: Early experience with the ALIIVE technique.”
1515 Su Kah Goh - “Early 18-FDG PET metabolic response in patients undergoing
chemotherapy for colorectal liver metastases.”
1530 Luke Bradshaw - “Is operative management of fractures safe in the collocated burn
and fracture injury?”
1545 Adjudication courtesy of Johnson & Johnson Pty Ltd
1615 Announcement of successful trainees & presentation of Prize

If we knew what we were doing it wouldn’t be research.
- Albert Einstein
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Radial to femoral arterial pulse contour cardiac index agreement
during orthotopic liver transplantation
M Lee1, L Weinberg1, B Pearce1, N Scurrah1, D Story,1,2 P Pillai1, P McCall1, L McNicol1, P Peyton1.
Department of Anaesthesia, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Victoria
Faculty of Medicine, Dentistry & Health Sciences, The University of Melbourne
1

2

Background: We studied agreement between radial and femoral arterial pulse contour derived cardiac index
measurements and pulmonary artery catheter bolus thermodilution derived cardiac index measurements to
assess whether measurement devices and arterial cannulation sites are interchangeable in adults undergoing
orthotopic liver transplantation.
¶
Methods: 25 patients were enrolled. Radial and femoral arteries were cannulated with a standardised kit.
Cardiac index and stroke volume variation were measured at four time points. Agreement was assessed by the
method of Bland and Altman1. Acceptable agreement for cardiac index was a percentage error ≤30% per the
standard of Critchley and Critchley2.
¶
Results: Neither radial nor femoral pulse contour derived cardiac index had good agreement with bolus
thermodilution cardiac index. There was poor agreement in cardiac index between radial and femoral arterial
cannulation sites. Agreement between radial and femoral stroke volume variation was marginally acceptable.
Mean Difference
CI rad-fem
CI rad-PAC
CI fem-PAC
SVV rad-fem

(L/min/m2)
-0.5
-1.1
-0.6
0.6%

Standard deviation
(L/min/m2)

Limits of agreement (L/ Percentage error
min/m2)
(%)

1.7
1.5
2.1

-3.9 – 2.9
-4.1 – 1.8
-4.7 – 3.5
2.2%

80.4
69.0
84.8

-3.7 – 5.0%

Conclusion: For adults undergoing liver transplantation, FloTrac/Vigileo (version 3+) arterial pulse contour
cardiac index cannot be recommended as a substitute for bolus thermodilution cardiac index, regardless of
measurement site. Poor agreement in cardiac index and stroke volume variation measurements between radial
and femoral cannulation sites is likely due to underlying poor agreement in arterial pulse pressure.
PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION
Planning/conceptualization:

0%

Laboratory work/data collection

75%

Data analysis/discussion:

75%

Matthew Lee
Current Position: Full Time Clinical Anaesthesia Registrar
Matthew Lee is a 3rd year full time clinical anaesthesia registrar with an interest
in anaesthesia monitoring especially in the validation of arterial pressure and
less invasive methods of cardiac output measurement.
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Indocyanine green clearance to assess donor liver function.
LF Lau, GE Riddiough, C Christophi, MA Fink, G Starkey, BZ Wang, J Lokan, K Asadi,
RM Jones, V Muralidharan
HPB & Transplant Unit, Austin Hospital, Melbourne

BACKGROUND: A well functioning donor liver is the most important determinant for successful liver
transplantation. Presently, no direct measure of liver function exists as a quantitative guide to donor liver
utilisation. Assessment of potential liver donors involves an overall appraisal of factors including donor age,
body mass index, liver biochemistry, donor medical history as well macroscopic appearance of the liver and
the degree of hepatosteatosis assessed histologically. This process is open to interpretation and based on
subjective measures of donor quality. Non-invasive indocyanine green (ICG) clearance is a reliable technique
with the potential for quantitative assessment of the donor liver function in real time. We present the preliminary
results of a prospective cohort study currently ongoing and based at Austin Health. This study will ascertain
the feasibility of ICG clearance for brain-death liver donors and assess its predictive value for graft and patient
survival.
METHODS: ICG clearance is measured non-invasively as the plasma disappearance rate (PDR) prior to organ
procurement and on post-operative days one and three. All potential brain death liver donors undergoing
laparotomy for organ retrieval were included in this study. Primary end points included early allograft dysfunction
and post-transplant death.
RESULTS: Twenty donor-recipient pairs were assessed of which five were excluded based on study criteria.
There were three cases of early allograft dysfunction and one recipient death. Median donor ICG PDR was
26.7%/min (9-48%/min, normal PDR >18%/min). The donor liver of the recipient who died had a significantly
lower PDR than the other liver grafts (9%/min vs 31.0+/-9%/min, p=0.05). Recipients with early allograft
dysfunction had a significantly lower PDR at day 3 (12.8 +/- 5.1%/min vs 21.9 +/- 6.1%/min, p=0.02).
CONCLUSIONS: Non-invasive evaluation of ICG clearance amongst liver transplant recipients appears to predict
early allograft dysfunction. We have also demonstrated the feasibility of incorporating ICG clearance into the
current organ donation pathway. As an objective measure of overall liver function, ICG clearance can potentially
inform decisions regarding donor liver utilisation and may contribute to the safer use of marginal donor organs.

PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION
Planning/conceptualization:

0%

Laboratory work/data collection

200%

Data analysis/discussion:

50%

Georgina Riddiough
Current Position: unaccredited registrar,
George attended medical school in Leicester, UK. After commencing surgical
training in London she decided to continue her training in Australia. Keen
to pursue a career in academic surgery she has maintained her interest in
transplant research by recently undertaking projects at the Austin Hospital
with the Liver Transplant Team.
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Perioperative outcomes of liver resections in patients of 80
years of age and older.
RS Bhandari, V Muralidharan, C Christophi
Department of Anaesthesia, Austin Hospital, Melbourne

BACKGROUND: Feasibility of liver resections in patients with 80 years and older has not been well established.
Here, we tried to analyze the early outcomes of this group of patients undergoing liver resections at a single
center.
METHODS: Retrospective review of the medical records (between 2004 to 2014) of patients of the defined
age group was performed. Clinicopathological features, indication and extent of resections, intraoperative
parameters and postoperative complications and final outcome were analyzed. Complications were graded
according to Clavien- Dindo grading system for surgical complications.
RESULTS: Total 19 (11male, 8 female, maximum age 85 years) patients underwent liver resection during
the defined period. Commonest indication was colorectal liver metastasis (9 patients). One patient had
pancreaticodudenectomy in the past for periampullary malignancy and had liver resection for recurrence of
disease. Except one, all had open surgery. Types of resection ranged from sub segmental to major right (8
patients) and left (1 patient) hepatectomies. Total 3 (27%) out of 11 patients on whom drain was not placed
required radiological drainage of abdominal collection. Only 2 (10.5%) had prolonged ICU stay and remaining
patients were discharged to ward after 24hrs of observation in high dependency unit. Median hospital stay was
11days. Postoperative complications were 5 of grade II, 4 of grade IIIA and 1each of grades IIIB and IV. Total 9
patients were discharged to rehabilitation centers and remaining 10 could be discharged home. There was 0%
mortality.
CONCLUSIONS: In appropriately selected cases, excellent perioperative outcomes of liver resections can be
achieved even in patients of 80 years of age and above.

PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION
Planning/conceptualization:

100%

Laboratory work/data collection

90%

Data analysis/discussion:

100%

Ramesh Singh Bhandari
Current Position: Clinical Fellow, HPB and Liver Transplant
Completed both undergraduate medical degree and general surgical training
from Nepal. Received Rowan Nicks Scholarship from RACS and completed
one year HPB fellowship at Alfred in 2011. Holds an appointment of general
surgeon at Tribhuvan University Teaching Hospital, Kathmandu, Nepal. After
completion of training at Alfred, returned to Nepal and started doing HPB
surgeries. Back in Austin for another year of HPB and transplant fellowship
with objectives of setting up a HPB and liver transplant unit in Nepal.
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Why Everyone Should Have a Tattoo (on their colon)
Ianno, D; Yap, R; Burgess, A
Colorectal Surgery Unit, Austin Hospital, Melbourne

BACKGROUND: This study was designed to evaluate the accuracy of preoperative colonoscopic localisation
of colonic lesions, the factors that might contribute to incorrect localisation, and the effects on surgical decision
making. Localisation of the colonic lesions is incredibly important especially in a laparoscopic setting where the
tumour may be difficult to locate on palpation. Incorrect localisation can result in a perioperative change to the
operation, or the possibility of the wrong segment of bowel being removed.
METHODS: A retrospective review of prospectively collected data from patients who underwent colonic
resection after preoperative colonoscopy between 2008-2013 at a single tertiary hospital with a mass lesion.
The primary outcome was whether the colonoscopic position corresponded with the operative location.
Secondary outcomes were to investigate factors surrounding incorrect localisation. Any case where the change
in the operation made because of incorrect preoperative localization was examined in detailed.
RESULTS: A total of 221 patients with 232 lesions were identified. 128 (57.92%) were male. Mean age was
68.12 years. Most lesions identified were adenocarcinomas (79.74%) or adenomas (16.81%). The accuracy of
colonoscopy for distance compared with operative findings was 77.59%. Of all lesions, 103 were tattooed.
Of the 52 lesions whose pre-operative and operative location differed, only 8 required a change in operative
management due to location. In the remaining 44 patients, operative decision making remained unchanged,
due to either visualisation of the lesion on CT prior to surgery or the small difference in location. Although only
approaching significance, there was a difference in quality of bowel prep and the presence of a comment on
colonoscopic distance from anus between the concordant and non-concordant groups. There was no significant
difference in time, the level of training of the endoscopic or size of lesions between the two groups.
CONCLUSIONS: The accuracy of colonoscopic localisation was reasonable, at 77.58%. This study emphasises
that all lesions that might possibly need resection or are suspicious for cancer should be tattooed, and that
careful note of location needs to be made. Staging CT may help, but if there is uncertainty regarding location,
other methods such as endoscopic clipping and imaging can be employed.
PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION
Planning/conceptualization:

95%

Laboratory work/data collection

50%

Data analysis/discussion:

90%

Raymond Yap
Current Position: General Surgical Registrar
Raymond Yap is a SET 5 general surgical registrar at the Austin Hospital. After
studying medicine at the University of Melbourne, Raymond completed his
internship, residency and general surgical training at the Austin Hospital. His
research interests include colorectal cancer outcomes and colonoscopy.
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Educational attitudes of General Surgical SET and Non-SET
(NSET) Trainees in a metropolitan teaching hospital.
Nagendra Dudi-Venkata, C. Christophi, V. Muralidharan
The University of Melbourne, Department of Surgery, Austin Health, Melbourne, Victoria

BACKGROUND: This study explores educational attitudes and experiences of the present SET and Non- SET
trainees in General Surgery at a tertiary teaching hospital. In the context of significant changes to selection and
training in general surgery this information may help define the future educational curriculum.
METHODS: All general surgical trainees (SET = 26, NSET = 23) were invited to complete an anonymous online
survey in Early 2014. Questions determined various aspects of training such as hours of work, study patterns,
resources, Austin Surgical Education Program (ASEP), simulation and educational opportunities at metropolitan,
hub and non-hub hospitals as well as regional hospitals.
RESULTS: Overall response rate was 76% (37/49). The preferred modes of knowledge acquisition were
textbooks (81%) and Journal articles (43%). Within ASEP, Case Presentations, How I do it sessions, Operative
Quiz, Audits and Journal Club were rated high by 93%, 85%, 82%, 13% and 15% respectively. Despite 40% of
SET & 60 % of Non-SET trainees having never accessed a simulator, 72 % and 87% wanted to use them more
than six times a year if given access. A third of the trainees (36%) were not aware of the existence of educational
podcasts on GSA/RACS website. Overall 60% felt that formal surgical education at Non-hub metropolitan &
Regional hospitals was inadequate while informal teaching at those centres noted to be excellent. The majority
(85%) felt the need for additional centralized educational programs.
CONCLUSIONS: Attitudes and approach to surgical education appears to vary between SET and NSET trainees.
Interactive sessions are highly valued while awareness of online educational content remains to be improved.
ASEP is a well received educational program.

PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION
Planning/conceptualization:

100%

Laboratory work/data collection

100%

Data analysis/discussion:

100%

Nagendra Dudi-Venkata
Current Position: Unaccredited Surgical Registrar, fulltime clinical
Dr. Nagendra Dudi-Venkata graduated from Gandhi Medical College, Bhopal,
India. He currently works full time as an ‘Unaccredited Surgical Registrar’ in
the General Surgery Department at Austin Health, Heidelberg, Victoria. He has
a keen interest in Surgical Education and is pursuing a post-graduate course
in the same.
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Assessment of Liver Remnant using ICG Clearance
Intraoperatively during Vascular Exclusion: Early experience
with the ALIIVE technique.
L Lau, C Christophi, M Nikfarjam, G Starkey, M Goodwin2, L Weinberg3, L Ho3, V Muralidharan
1 Department of Surgery, Austin Health, University of Melbourne, 2.Department of Radiology, Austin Health, 3. Department of
Anaesthesia, Austin Health, University of Melbourne

BACKGROUND: The most significant risk following major hepatectomy is post-operative liver insufficiency.
Current preoperative assessment of the future liver remnant (FLR) relies upon assumptions which may not
be valid in the setting of advanced resection strategies. Post-operative indocyanine green (ICG) clearance has
recently been shown to be the earliest and most accurate marker for liver insufficiency after hepatectomy. This
report describes and assesses the feasibility of the ALIIVE technique, which replicates the post-hepatectomy
state intraoperatively, prior to vascular division, for functional FLR evaluation with ICG clearance.
METHODS: Ten patients undergoing planned major liver resection (hemihepatectomy or greater) were recruited.
Routine preoperative assessment included CT and standardized volumetry. ICG clearance was measured noninvasively using a finger spectrophotometer at various timepoints including following parenchymal transection
during in-flow and out-flow occlusion before vascular division, the ALIIVE assessment. Outcome parameters
were post-hepatectomy liver failure and post-operative mortality.
RESULTS: There was one mortality and three cases of post-hepatectomy liver failure. The patient who died
had the lowest ALIIVE ICG clearance (7.1%/min vs 14.4 +/- 4.9). Routine preoperative CT and standardized
volumetry did not predict outcome.
CONCLUSIONS: The novel ALIIVE technique is feasible and uniquely assesses actual future liver remnant
function before the point of no return during major hepatectomy. This technique may be useful as a check-step
to offer a margin of safety to prevent post-hepatectomy liver failure and death.
Figure 1 – The ALIIVE Check Step
This is a schematic representation of the ALIIVE technique. In this example, a left liver resection is intended
for a large tumour. Two wedge resections have been performed on the right side of the liver, thereby negating
pre-operative volume assessment. The ALIIVE step occurs following liver parenchymal transection, and inflow/out-flow control, replicating the post-hepatectomy state, allowing for direct assessment of the future
liver remnant with ICG clearance before the point of no return.

PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION
Planning/conceptualization:

90%

Laboratory work/data collection

100%

Data analysis/discussion:

100%

Lawrence Lau
Current Position: General Surgical Registrar, PhD Student, Full Time
(Presentation not related to PhD subject)
Lawrence is a general surgical registrar at the Austin. He is currently
undertaking a PhD where his research thesis involves measuring the motion
of the ocean… as pertaining to liver surgery. His favourite movie of all time is
Jurassic Park and he finds it impossible to resist pistachios.
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Early 18-FDG PET metabolic response in patients undergoing
chemotherapy for colorectal liver metastases.
SK Goh, L Lau, C. Christophi, V. Muralidharan
The University of Melbourne, Department of Surgery, Austin Health, Melbourne, Victoria

BACKGROUND: Tumour metabolic response after completion of chemotherapy is associated with favourable
outcomes. However, the role of early metabolic response in patients undergoing chemotherapy for colorectal
liver metastasis has yet to be evaluated. The purpose of this study is to determine if early 18-FDG PET metabolic
response after one cycle of chemotherapy is predictive of eventual metabolic response upon completion of
chemotherapy in patients with colorectal liver metastasis.
METHODS: Nine patients were recruited prospectively through an Austin Health based clinical trial, PMCPEARL between 2013 and 2014. All patients underwent 18-FDG PET/CT scan at baseline, after first cycle of
chemotherapy and completion of chemotherapy. Assessment of metabolic tumour response was calculated by
relative change in SULpeak across three time-points according to the PET Response Criteria In Solid Tumors
(PERCIST).
RESULTS: Three patients had complete metabolic response, four patients had partial metabolic response and
two patients had stable metabolic disease after completion of chemotherapy. Metabolic responses after one
cycle of chemotherapy did not predict eventual metabolic responses following completion of chemotherapy.
There was poor correlation between metabolic responses after first cycle chemotherapy and completion of
chemotherapy.
CONCLUSIONS: An early metabolic response was not predictive of eventual metabolic response after
completion of chemotherapy in patients with colorectal liver metastases.

PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION
Planning/conceptualization:

10%

Laboratory work/data collection

70%

Data analysis/discussion:

80%

Su Kah Goh
Current Position: General Surgical Registrar (SET2) fulltime clinical
Su Kah graduated from the University of Melbourne in 2008. He completed
his internship and residency training at the Austin Hospital. Currently, he is in
his second year of accredited general surgery training. He will be undertaking
a PhD commencing 2015 at the Austin Hospital.
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Is operative management of fractures safe in the collocated
burn and fracture injury?
L Bradshaw, J Wasiak, H Cleland
Victorian Burns Unit, The Alfred Hospital, Melbourne
BACKGROUND: Combined burn and fracture injury is an uncommon occurrence in the multi-trauma patient.
Multi-trauma patients have conflicting priorities that multiple teams have to work through 1. These include the
order in which injuries are managed, how each injury is managed and the timing of such management 2-7. In the
setting of a collocated burn and fracture injury the method and timing of the fracture treatment directly impacts
the burn treatment and vice versa. Currently, there are no management guidelines regarding collocated dermal
burn and fracture injuries, when the safety of performing internal fixation through burned skin with the risks of
infection and prosthesis contamination is a particular issue. In this study, we aim to review the management of
collocated burn and fracture injuries on adult multi-trauma patients. In particular, this study examines the timing
of fracture interventions and fracture complications in these patients.
METHODS: A retrospective chart review of all patients admitted to the Alfred Hospital, Melbourne, Australia
from January 2000 - December 2012 with a collocated dermal burn and major fracture.
RESULTS: Of the 22 patients included (median abbreviated injury score-98 of 22 and total burn surface area
of 8%), 17 underwent operative fracture fixation. Eleven patients had internal fixation, two had external fixation
and four had temporary external fixation with delayed internal fixation. Median time to operative fixation was 5.7
hours (interquartile range: 3.5-16.8), with 15 of the 17 patients undergoing fixation within 24 hours. Nine patients
experienced a fracture complication. Five patients had an infective fracture complication (wound infection or
osteomyelitis), and all of these patients had had internal fixation. No fracture complications occurred in patients
managed conservatively.
CONCLUSIONS: Previous studies have supported the use of internal fixation for early mobility and simplified
wound care. However, we observed a high rate of fracture complications with internal fixation, despite undergoing
management within 24 hours of presentation. At this point, we are unable to conclude on the safety of utilising
internal fixation in the collocated injury.

PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION
Planning/conceptualization:

80%

Laboratory work/data collection

80%

Data analysis/discussion:

80%

Luke Bradshaw
Current Position: General Surgical Registrar (SET3), fulltime clinical
Currently at the Northern Hospital as the Vascular/Thoracics Registrar, I have
an interest in trauma and burns management. I am an EMSB instructor and
the current Victorian RACSTA representative. This research was brought about
during a trauma rotation at the Alfred where conflicting clinical priorities were
often encountered.
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AUSTIN RESEARCH PRIZE - PAST WINNERS
2003: Mehrdad Nikfarjam - The Influence of Vascular Inflow Occlusion on Progressive Liver 		
Necrosis and Microvasculature Following Interstitial Laser Thermotherapy
2004: Nathan Lawrentschuk (Joint Winner) - Tumour Hypoxia in Renal Cell carcinoma using 		
Polarographic Oxygen Sensor Measurements, Immunohistochemistry and serum 			
Osteopontin.
Stephen Warrillow (Joint Winner) - A randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled cross-		
over pilot study of glibenclamide in patients with septic shock
2005: Nathan Lawrentschuk - In-vivo tumour hypoxia, angiogenesis and characterisation of 		
carbonic anhydrase IX expression with xenografted human Renal Cell Carcinoma in animal 		
models using 124I-cG250 Positron Emission Tomography, Biodistribution, and Oxygen 		
studies.
2006: Cris Cuthbertson - Capillary morphology is changed by severe acute pancreatitis and is 		
improved by hyperbaric oxygen.
2007: Peter Wong (Basic Science Prize) - 18f-Fluorothymidine Positron Emission Tomography (FltPet) As A Marker Of Cellular Proliferation In Renal Cell Carcinoma
Laurence Weinberg (Clinical Prize) - Pharmacoeconomics Of Inhalational Anaesthetics 		
Agents: An 11-Year Cost Identification Analyses
2008: Russell Hodgson (Basic Science Prize) - Blockade with soluble ICOS-Ig prolongs survival of
cellular xenografts
Julian Liew (Clinical Prize) - An anatomic feasibibility study: Nerve transfer to the triceps 		
muscle using the posterior division of the axillary nerve.
2009: Russell Hodgson (Basic Science Prize) - Local Expression of ICOS-Ig Promotes Xenograft
Survival Through The Induction of Regulatory T Cells
Simon Chong (Clinical Prize) - Minimally invasive measurement of cardiac output during 		
surgery and critical care: A meta-analysis of accuracy and precision.
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AUSTIN RESEARCH PRIZE - PAST WINNERS
2010: Russell Hodgson (Basic Science Prize) - ICOS-Ig Secreting Xenografts Have Prolonged 		
Survival And Are Associated with Increased T Regulatory Cells And IL-10 Expression.
Vacchara Niumsawatt (Clinical Prize) - Risk factors of development of Acute Gangrenous 		
Cholecystitis and its treatment outcomes
2011: Stanley Tay - SAVE Study: Reduced volatile agent usage following introduction of Et-control 		
system
2012: Kapil Sethi - Comparison of Renal Preconditioning techniques in a rat model.
2013: Matthew Lee- Radial to femoral arterial blood pressure differences during liver transplantation
surgery.

Austin Surgery Research Prize
2013 -

Austin Surgery Research Prize
2003 - 2008

Austin Surgery Research Prize
2008 - 2012

Science never solves a problem without creating ten more.
- George Bernard Shaw
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AUSTIN SURGERY RESEARCH PRIZE WINNER 2003

Impact of blood flow occlusion on direct and indirect laser
induced thermal liver injury
M Nikfarjam, C Malcontenti-Wilson, C Christophi.
BACKGROUND:
Laser, radiofrequency and microwave are common techniques for local destruction of liver tumours by focal
hyperthermia. The main limitation of focal hyperthermia treatment is the volume of necrosis that can be
achieved. Blood flow occlusion is commonly advocated as an adjunct to focal hyperthermia to increase the
volume of tissue necrosis based on macroscopic and histological assessment of immediate or direct thermal
injury. This study examines the impact of blood flow occlusion on direct and indirect laser induced thermal liver
injury in a murine model using histochemical methods to assess tissue vitality.
METHODS:
Focal hyperthermia produced by laser (Nd-YAG - wavelength 1064 nm) was applied to the liver of inbred male
CBA strain mice at 2W for 50 seconds (100J). Treatment was performed with and without temporary portal
vein and hepatic artery blood flow occlusion. Animals were killed upon completion of the procedure to assess
direct thermal injury and at 24, 48 and 72 hours to assess the progression of tissue damage. The maximum
diameter of necrosis was assessed by vital staining for nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) diaphorase.
Microvascular changes were assessed by laser Doppler flowmetry, Confocal in-vivo microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy.
RESULTS:
The direct thermal injury (mean(S.E.) assessed by NADH diaphorase staining was significantly greater following
focal hyperthermia treatment without blood flow occlusion than with blood flow occlusion (3.3(0.4)mm vs.
2.9(0.3)mm; P=0.005). Tissue disruption, cracking and vacuolization was more pronounced adjacent to the fibre
insertion site in the group treated with focal hyperthermia combined with blood flow occlusion. There was an
equivalent increase in the extent of injury following therapy in both groups that reached a peak at 48 hours. The
maximum diameter of necrosis in the focal hyperthermia alone group at 48 hours was significantly greater than
the focal hyperthermia combined with blood flow occlusion group (5.8(0.4)mm vs.5.3(0.3)mm; P=0.011). The
patterns of microvascular injury were similar in both groups, varying in extent.
CONCLUSIONS:
Temporary blood flow inflow occlusion appears to decrease the extent of initial injury measured by vital staining
techniques and does not alter the time sequence of progressive tissue injury following focal hyperthermia
therapy.
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AUSTIN SURGERY RESEARCH PRIZE WINNER 2004 (JOINT)

Tumour Hypoxia in Renal Cell carcinoma using Polarographic
Oxygen Sensor Measurements, Immunohistochemistry and
serum Osteopontin.
N Lawrentschuk, C Murone, AMT Poon, J Sachinidis, G O’Keefe, LG Johns-Putra, Z. LIU, I Davis, AM
Scott, DM Bolton
BACKGROUND:
The purpose of our research is to evaluate oxygen levels and angiogenesis within renal cell cancers (RCC), as
evidence suggests they are hypoxic, given their resistance to radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Hypoxia has now
been shown in other tumours to correlate with resistance to treatment and poor prognosis. Our study builds on
the finding of hypoxia in RCC and explores its relationship with immunohistochemical markers of hypoxia and a
new novel marker of hypoxia in tumours, serum osteopontin
METHODS:
Patients who were undergoing radical nephrectomy for RCC had : 1) Evaluation of oxygen levels (pO2) within their
renal cell cancers in vivo using a Polarographic Oxygen Sensor. 2) Immunohistochemistry including microvessel
density to confirm at a sub-cellular level the relationship of hypoxia with the expression of proteins associated
with hypoxia and angiogenesis in RCC and 3) Human osteopontin ELISA immunoassay techniques to analyse
the serum levels of osteopontin.
RESULTS:
30 patients have been recruited thus far and we have demonstrated that RCC are relatively hypoxic (median pO2
7.2mmHg) compared to normal renal tissue (26.3mmHg). Microvessel density is increased in RCC compared
to normal tissue indicating increased angiogenesis. Other markers if hypoxia were also increased. Serum
osteopontin in patients with RCC was greater at 17.65 + 5.3 ng/ml (mean + 95% C.I.; range 5-41) compared to
controls 8.75 + 2.17 ng/ml (range 8-12).
CONCLUSIONS:
Renal cell cancers are relatively hypoxic and more angiogenic compared to normal tissue within the same kidney.
This may explain resistance to radiotherapy and chemotherapy whilst helping to identify future therapeutic
targets in the management of advanced renal cell cancer. Serum osteopontin has been demonstrated to be
raised in RCC and is a novel tumour marker for renal cell carcinoma.
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AUSTIN SURGERY RESEARCH PRIZE WINNER 2004 (JOINT)

A randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled cross-over
pilot study of glibenclamide in patients with septic shock
Stephen Warrillow, Moritoki Egi, Rinaldo Bellomo
BACKGROUND:
Severe sepsis often causes a hypotensive shock state. Hyperpolarisation of the vascular smooth muscle
cell membrane, due to the marked K+ efflux prevents Ca2+ entry into cells and may be responsible for
‘vasoplegia’. Glibenclamide (normally an oral hypoglycaemic agent) blocks the ATP-dependent K+ channel
and may prevent hyperpolarization this restoring intra-cellular Ca2+ levels and re-sensitising vascular smooth
muscle to noradrenaline. Animal studies have demonstrated that glibenclamide restores vascular sensitivity to
noradrenaline. However, this effect has not been previously studied in humans.
Objective: To test whether glibenclamide restores noradrenaline responsiveness in septic shock patients.
METHODS:
Prospective, double-blind, placebo-controlled cross-over pilot study, in 10 patients with septic shock requiring an
infusion of noradrenaline to receive either enteral glibenclamide 20mg or placebo. After twenty-four hours, each
patient crossed over to receive the alternative therapy. The primary end-point was the change in noradrenaline
infusion rate over time with maintenance of target mean arterial pressure. Secondary end-points included
changes in heart rate and serum lactate levels.
RESULTS:
Glibenclamide was adequately absorbed enterally and, as expected, induced a significant decrease in serum
glucose concentration (Mean glucose: 5.97 + 2.17 vs 7.65 +2.43 (P<0.0001) and increased the need for
parenteral glucose administration. During glibenclamide treatment mean noradrenaline requirements fell from
13 to 4 µmol/min compared to a change from 19 to 7 µmol/L for placebo. The two changes represented a
decrease of 78.9% and 71.1% in dose respectively (NS). There were also no significant changes in heart rate,
mean arterial blood pressure and lactate concentration.
CONCLUSIONS:
Glibenclamide was well absorbed enterally and exerted its hypoglycaemic effect reliably. However, it failed
to achieve a greater reduction in noradrenaline dose than placebo. Our observations suggest that, in septic
humans, blockade of ATP-potassium dependent channels does not have a potent effect on vasomotor tone.
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In-vivo tumour hypoxia, angiogenesis and characterisation of
carbonic anhydrase IX expression with xenografted human
Renal Cell Carcinoma in animal models using 124I-cG250
Positron Emission Tomography, Biodistribution, and Oxygen
studies.
Nathan Lawrentschuk, C Murone, A Rigopolous, A Mountain, D Wang, G O’Keefe, G Jones, FT Lee,
Ian Davis, Andrew M Scott, Damien M Bolton
BACKGROUND:
Hypoxia stimulates angiogenesis and has been demonstrated in tumours where it correlates with resistance
to treatment and poor prognosis. We have demonstrated hypoxia in human Renal Cell Carcinoma (RCC). The
purpose of animal models was to further evaluate oxygen levels within RCC whilst also focusing on expression
of the protein carbonic anhydrase IX (CA IX). This protein is stimulated by hypoxia and involved in angiogenesis
and may be a potential tumour target for imaging and future therapies. The human antibody cG250 binds to
CAIX in vivo allowing biodistribution and PET studies when radiolabeled with iodine-124 (I124).
METHODS:
Balb/c nude mice had human RCC (SK-RC-52) xenografted subcutaneously. Tumours were grown to different
volumes with oxygen levels measured. Further groups then had the radiolabelled monoclonal antibody 124IcG250 (that binds to CA IX) injected intravenously and had Positron Emission Tomography (PET), gamma
counting and oxygen studies performed on days 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 14 post injection. Immunohistochemistry
and autoradiography was also performed.
RESULTS:
An inverse relationship between tumour volume and hypoxia within the model was established (P<0.001).
Furthermore, CA IX was expressed by tumours with maximal uptake of 124I-cG250 on days 2/3 by distribution
with gamma counting that could be correlated with uptake on PET imaging. Also, 124I-cG250 as read by
gamma counter correlated with noninvasive PET scanning standardised uptake values of the radioisotope within
tumours.
CONCLUSIONS:
The xenograft model confirms our previous findings that human RCC are relatively hypoxic compared to normal
tissue. Also, that the level of hypoxia is inversely proportional to tumour size. CAIX was confirmed as an imaging
and potential therapeutic target in RCC. Finally, a correlation was made between PET scanning with 124I-cG250
and biodistribution within tumours by gamma counting confirming the potential to serially PET scan animals
rather than sacrifice in future biodistribution studies. This has major implications for animal ethics and the design
of future biodistribution studies that are routinely used to characterised new radioisotopes and radiolabeled
antibodies used to treat a variety of cancers.
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Capillary morphology is changed by severe acute pancreatitis
and is improved by hyperbaric oxygen.
C. Cuthbertson, K. Su, C. Malcontenti-Wilson, V. Muralidharan, C. Christophi
BACKGROUND:
Severe acute pancreatitis is characterized by alterations to the microcirculation, particularly affecting the capillary
tree, which lead to pancreatic necrosis. The morphology of the pancreatic microvasculature is known to be
affected in severe pancreatitis, but the effect of hyperbaric oxygen is unknown. The aims of this study are to
determine the progression of pancreatic microvascular changes caused by acute pancreatitis and to determine
the effect of the administration of hyperbaric oxygen (HBO).
METHODS:
Sixty seven male Wistar rats weighing 250-350g were induced with severe pancreatitis by bilio-pancreatic
infusion of 4% sodium taurocholate. Animals were randomised to either HBO treatment or control. HBO
treatment (100% oxygen for 90 minutes at 2.5 Atmospheres) was commenced 6 hours following induction
of pancreatitis, and continued 12-hourly. Surviving animals underwent microvascular polymer casting of the
pancreas at six, 24, 48 and 72 hours following commencement of treatment, and equivalent time points for
control animals. Normal and Sham-operated animals also underwent casting. Microvascular casts were created
by the injection of freshly prepared Mercox resin through a cannula in the thoracic aorta. The pancreas was
removed after 24 hours of polymerisation and further prepared for scanning electron microscopy of the resin
cast. Scanning electron micrographs of the casts were compared for capillary density, poor capillary filling,
vessel diameter, and major morphological changes.
RESULTS:
Normal pancreatic microvascular casts showed a dense network of capillaries, with multiple anastomoses
(Image 1). Significant morphological changes appeared at 24 hours post induction (Image 2). Microvascular
casts demonstrated poor capillary filling, decreased capillary density and increased capillary cast diameter.
Capillary diameter was increased (from 6.7m to 10.3µm at 24hr, p<0.01, and 11.8µm at 48hr, p<0.001), capillary
heterogeneity was increased (range increased from 13.8µm to 21.4 µm, p<0.001) and capillary density was
reduced (from 1140µm-2 to 758µm-2, p<0.01). These changes occurred at 24hours post induction and were
maintained at 48 and 72 hours. Treatment with HBO reduced the severity of microvascular morphological
changes at each time point (Image 3). These changes became apparent at 48 hours post induction, and were
maintained at 72 hours. At 48 hours, capillary diameter was decreased toward normal (from 11.8µm to 8.4µm,
p<0.01), range was reduced, and capillary density was increased (from 722µm-2 to 901µm-2, p<0.01).
CONCLUSIONS:
Microvascular parameters are affected by acute pancreatitis, with changes detected at 24 hours and maintained
until at least 72 hours. HBO improves the microvascular morphology parameters in acute pancreatitis towards
normal values. HBO has potential as a unique alternative therapy in acute pancreatitis.
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18f-Fluorothymidine Positron Emission Tomography (Flt-Pet)
As A Marker Of Cellular Proliferation In Renal Cell Carcinoma
Wong P1,2; Lee ST2,3,4; Eng J3; Murone C2; Berlangieri SU3; Pathmaraj K3; O’Keefe GJ3; Byrne AJ3;
Lawrentschuk N1,2; Davis ID2; Bolton DM1; Scott AM2,3,4.
1 Department of Surgery (Urology), University of Melbourne, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Australia. 2 Ludwig Institute for Cancer
Research, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Australia. 3 Centre for PET, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Australia. 4 Department of Medicine,
University of Melbourne, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Australia.

BACKGROUND:
18F-FLT-PET (Fluorothymidine Positron Emission Tomography) has been used to non invasively measure
cellular proliferation in a number of tumour types. However, its role in renal cell carcinoma (RCC) has not been
established. We aim to assess FLT-PET in RCC, and to compare it to immunohistological measurements of
proliferation.
METHODS:
Patients with suspected RCC suitable for nephrectomy had preoperative FLT and FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose)
PET/CT scans. Surgical samples were obtained for immunohistochemical analysis (Ki-67). Qualitative visual
grading relative to normal kidney and analysis of maximum standardized uptake value (SUVmax) of each PET
scan was assessed using co-registered low-dose 5mm CT and prior triple phase CT imaging. Uptake in RCC
using FLT PET was compared to FDG PET. Statistical analysis comparing Ki-67 and SUVmax was performed.
RESULTS:
A total of 19 patients (13 clear cell, 5 papillary and 1 transitional cell carcinoma) underwent preoperative PET
scans, with immunohistochemical data available for 13. Visual grading found most tumours had radiotracer
uptake that was equal or less than the contralateral kidney. FLT uptake was generally less than FDG. Bivariate
analysis showed a positive correlation between Ki-67 & FLT SUVmax (p-value 0.001, r = 0.8) and between Ki67 & FDG SUVmax (p-value 0.005, r = 0.73).
CONCLUSIONS:
Uptake of FLT in RCC is less than FDG. There is positive correlation between FLT uptake and Ki-67 proliferative
index in RCC suggesting that the degree of proliferation within RCC can be predicted by PET imaging. Further
study is required to determine whether this correlates with patient outcome.
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Pharmacoeconomics Of Inhalational Anaesthetics Agents: An
11-Year Cost Identification Analyses
Laurence Weinberg, David Story, Larry McNicol
BACKGROUND:
Anaesthetic departments account for 2-3% of the total hospital budget, with anaesthetic drugs accounting for
5-8% of total pharmacy expenditure. Inhalational agents account for 20% of anaesthetic drugs therefore are
one of the areas that are most amenable to immediate cost reduction in the anaesthetic department budget.
This study is a cost identification analyses assessing inhalational anaesthetic agent expenditure at Austin Health
over an 11-year period. Pharmacoeconomic modeling is used to evaluate strategies to curtail costs.
METHODS:
The number of bottles utilised of three volatile agents (Isoflurane, Sevoflurane, Desflurane) was collected each
month for the financial years ending 1997 to 2007. The acquisition costs and the cumulative drug expenditure
in dollars for each agent were calculated. Inhalational agent utilisation patterns and unit price changes were
evaluated. Pharmacoeconomic modeling using low fresh gas flow anaesthesia was performed to evaluate
practical methods for reducing anaesthesia costs. The rational use of the cheaper generic volatile agent
Isoflurane was used in pharmacoeconomic cost-containment strategy models.
RESULTS:
For the financial years ending 1997 to 2007, pharmacy acquisition costs for a bottle of Isoflurane (250mL),
Sevoflurane (250mL) and Desflurane (240mL) were $157, $336, $170 respectively, and for the financial years
ending 2005 to 2007, cost per bottle was $109, $265, $180 respectively. The number of bottles of Isoflurane
decreased from 384 bottles/year in 1997 to 204 bottles/year in 2007. The number of bottles of Sevoflurane
increased from 226 bottles/year in 1998 to 875 bottles/year in 2007. Desflurane use commenced at Austin
Health in 2002 with 34 bottles being used. This increased to 163 bottles/year in 2007. Expenditure for Isoflurane
decreased from $88,985/year in 1997 to $22,006/year in 2007. In contrast, Sevoflurane expenditure increased
from $11,442/year in 1997 to $274,692/year in 2007. Desflurane expenditure increased from $5,855/year in
2002 to $29,340/year in 2007. Total cumulative expenditure for inhalational agents was $100,427/year in 1997,
increasing to $326,038/year in 2007. Pharmacoeconomic modelling demonstrates that the cost of an inhalational
agent for a 60-minute anaesthetic, at 1 Minimum Alveolar Concentration, at fresh gas flows of 1L/min (low flow),
is $1.54 for isoflurane and $6.89 for Sevoflurane. At fresh gas flows of 6 L/min (high flow), costs increase to
$9.20 for Isoflurane and $47.47 for Sevoflurane. Cost modelling reveals if Sevoflurane usage between 1997 and
2007 would have been reduced by 40% per year and substituted for the cheaper inhalational agent Isoflurane,
a total savings of $866,565 would have been achieved for this 11-year period. Similarly, conservative cost
analyses predicts that if the current trends in volatile anaesthetic agents continue at Austin Health over the next
10 years, if a 40% reduction per year in Sevoflurane usage could be achieved by utilising Isoflurane in its place,
a total net savings in excess of $1.8 million will result.
CONCLUSIONS:
Cost analyses of anaesthetic drugs is necessary is today’s economic climate. Low flow anaesthesia is a simple
but highly effective method of cost minimization for inhalational anaesthetic agents. Cost containment is also
influenced by the rational use of available inhalational agents.
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An anatomic feasibibility study: Nerve transfer to the triceps
muscle using the posterior division of the axillary nerve.
Liew J H, van Zyl N
BACKGROUND:
This study proposes the co-aptation of the posterior division of the axillary nerve to the lateral head of triceps
nerve as a new, alternative option for triceps reconstruction in the tetraplegic patient.
This study provides anatomical data in order to appraise the feasibility of nerve transfer to the triceps using the
posterior division of the axillary nerve.
METHODS:
Morphologic features of the axillary nerve from the quadrangular space and the radial nerve from the triangular
space were studied in 9 cadaveric arms under 2.0x loupe magnification. Nerve lengths, diameters, and branches
were recorded.
RESULTS:
Average arm length was 312 mm. The average diameter of the posterior division of the axillary nerve was 2.5
mm whilst that of the lateral head of triceps nerve was 2.1 mm.
Nerve transfer was possible in all upper limbs except one where no branch to the lateral head of triceps could
be identified. In full adduction the average overlap of the nerve transfer was 16.75mm, whereas, when the arm
was abducted to 90 degrees, the average amount of nerve overlap was 10.5mm.
CONCLUSIONS:
Nerve transfer from the posterior division of the axillary nerve to the lateral head of triceps is anatomically
possible. It provides a possible alternative to reconstruct elbow extension with the advantages of preserving
the anatomy and biomechanics of the native muscles, avoiding the need for synthetic prosthesis as well as
avoiding donor defects from tendon graft harvest.
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Blockade with soluble ICOS-Ig prolongs survival of cellular
xenografts
Hodgson R, Christiansen D, Ierino FL, Sandrin MS
BACKGROUND:
Xenografts are one possible solution to the lack of donor organs for diseases such as Diabetes Mellitus. T cell
costimulatory pathways are integral to acute cellular rejection against these grafts. Inducible Co-Stimulator
(ICOS) pathway blockade has been shown to prolong allograft survival, but there is limited data for xenograft
models. Our hypothesis is that local expression of the fusion molecule ICOS-Ig by cells in allograft or xenograft
models will prolong survival of cellular grafts.
METHODS:
Porcine Iliac Endothelial cells (PIEC) were transfected with cDNA of the fusion molecule ICOS-Ig. Intracellular
and secreted expression was confirmed and quantified using immunoperoxidase staining and Western Blot
analysis. In vitro testing of supernatant in mixed lymphocyte reactions was performed. In vivo survival was
examined using a subcutaneous graft model in mice.
RESULTS:
ICOS-Ig containing supernatant gave a 99.5% reduction in proliferation of an allograft mixed lymphocyte reaction.
Similarly, xenogeneic proliferation was inhibited by 84.3%. In addition an 84.5% reduction in proliferation was
observed when PIEC expressing ICOS-Ig were used as stimulators. PIEC-ICOS-Ig xenografts showed prolonged
survival compared to wild-type PIEC xenografts (mean survival 34 vs 12 days, p=0.0025) in a subcutaneous
graft models in Balb/c mice.
CONCLUSIONS:
Blockade of T cell co-stimulation by the fusion molecule ICOS-Ig has been demonstrated to decrease proliferation
in allograft and xenograft in vitro models. Further, there is significant prolongation of survival of PIEC transfected
with ICOS-Ig in vivo. These data suggest that further investigations for the role of T cell co-stimulatory blockade
in xenografts, through the local expression of ICOS-Ig, are warranted.
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Minimally invasive measurement of cardiac output during
surgery and critical care: A meta-analysis of accuracy and
precision.
Philip J Peyton, Simon Chong.
BACKGROUND:
When assessing the accuracy and precision of a new technique for cardiac output measurement, the commonly
accepted criterion for acceptability of agreement with a reference standard is that the percentage error (95%
limits of agreement/mean cardiac output) should be 30% or less. We reviewed published data on four different
minimally invasive methods adapted for use during surgery and critical care: pulse contour techniques,
esophageal Doppler, partial carbon dioxide rebreathing, and transthoracic bio-impedance, to assess their bias
and percentage error in agreement with thermodilution.
METHODS:
An English language literature search identified published papers since 2000 which examined the agreement in
adult patients between bolus thermodilution and each method. For each method a parametric assessment was
performed using studies in which the first measurement point for each patient could be identified, to obtain a
pooled mean bias and percentage error weighted according to the number of measurements in each study
RESULTS:
47 studies were identified as suitable for inclusion: N studies, n measurements: mean weighted bias [% error]
were: pulse contour N = 25, n = 714: 0.1 L/min [40.7%]; esophageal Doppler N = 2, n = 57: -0.8 L/min [42.1
%]; partial CO2 rebreathing n = 145: 0.0 L/min [43.6%]; transthoracic bio-impedance N = 13, n = 435: -0.1 L/
min [42.9%];
CONCLUSIONS:
No method has achieved agreement with bolus thermodilution which meets the expected 30% limits. The
relevance in clinical practice of these arbitrary limits should be reassessed.
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Local Expression of ICOS-Ig Promotes Xenograft Survival
Through The Induction of Regulatory T Cells
Hodgson R, Ziolkowski A, Christiansen D, Simeonovic C, Ierino F, Sandrin M

BACKGROUND:
Xenografts are one possible solution to the lack of donor organs for diseases such as Diabetes Mellitus.
The acute cellular rejection of xenografts is one of the critical processes that must be overcome. We have
previously shown that blockade of T cell co-stimulation with locally expressed ICOS-Ig can prolong the survival
of cellular xenografts. The mechanisms for this prolongation of survival have hitherto remained unknown, with
the induction of regulatory T cells (Tregs) being one possibility. Tregs, through their secretion of IL10, TGFß
and interferon-γ, suppress activated T cells to downregulate the immune response, and may also have a role
in tolerance to transplanted grafts. We show here that locally expressed ICOS-Ig induces Tregs and prolongs
cellular xenograft survival.
METHODS:
Porcine Iliac Endothelial cells (PIEC) were transfected with cDNA encoding the fusion molecule ICOS-Ig.
Subcutaneous xenograft transplants with wild-type PIEC or PIEC-ICOS-Ig were performed in BALB/c mice;
either single grafts, or a dual graft model with a wild-type PIEC graft on one flank and a PIEC-ICOS-Ig on the
opposing flank. Grafts were sampled for immunohistochemistry and real-time PCR at days 7 and 14, with
overall survival also being measured.
RESULTS:
Locally expressed ICOS-Ig prolongs xenograft survival when compared with wild-type grafts (median survival
34 vs 12 days, p=0.0025). When wild-type PIEC and PIEC-ICOS-Ig cells are grafted in the same mouse, wildtype PIEC graft survival is prolonged (median survival 28 vs 12 days, p<0.05), indicating a systemic effect of
ICOS-Ig. Increased numbers of Tregs were found in the perigraft region of wild-type PIEC grafts in the dual graft
model when compared with wild-type PIEC single grafts at days 7 and 14.
CONCLUSIONS:
Locally expressed ICOS-Ig prolongs survival of cellular xenografts, with the mechanism both local and systemic.
The presence of ICOS-Ig induces perigraft Tregs which are associated with prolonged survival of xenografts.
These data suggest that locally expressed ICOS-Ig may play an important role in prolonging xenograft survival
and the induction of tolerance through the presence of Tregs.
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Risk factors of development of Acute Gangrenous
Cholecystitis and its treatment outcomes
V Niumsawatt.
BACKGROUND:
Gangrenous cholecystitis is considered a more severe form of acute cholecystitis. The risk factors associated
with this condition and its impact on morbidity and mortality compared to non-gangrenous acute cholecystitis
is poorly defined.
METHODS:
Patients with histologically confirmed acute cholecystitis treated between 2005-2010 were identified from a
prospectively maintained database. Those with gangrenous cholecystitis were then compared to those with
non-gangrenous acute cholecystitis.
RESULTS:
184 patients with non-gangrenous acute cholecystitis and 106 patients with gangrenous cholecystitis were
identified. . The risk factors associated with gangrenous cholecystitis included older age (P 0.001), diabetes
(P 0.049), delay in operation (P <0.001), temperature of >38 oC (P <0.001), tachycardia (P 0.002), detection of
muscle rigidity on examination (P 0.01), elevations in white cell count (WCC) (P <0.001), C-reactive protein
(CRP) (P 0.001), bilirubin (P 0.029) a GGT (P <0.001), and elevated urea and creatinine. (P <0.05). There was no
overall difference in complications between the two groups. There was a lower incidence of common bile duct
stones in the gangrenous cholecystitis group (25% versus 13%% P = 0.017). Gangrenous cholecystitis was
however associated with an increase in post-operative ICU/HDU requirement (P 0.023) and was associated
with increased mortality (P 0.017).
CONCLUSIONS:
Gangrenous cholecystitis has certain clinical features and associated laboratory findings that may help
differentiating it from non-gangrenous cholecystitis. It is associated with a higher incidence of mortality.
Minimizing a delay in operative management, which is noted in this condition may potentially improve treatment
outcomes.
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ICOS-Ig Secreting Xenografts Have Prolonged Survival And
Are Associated with Increased T Regulatory Cells And IL-10
Expression
Hodgson R, Christiansen D, Ziolkowski A, Mouhtouris E, Simeonovic C, Ierino F, Sandrin M

BACKGROUND:
Many patients die waiting for organ transplantation due to a lack of donor organs. Xenografts are an unlimited
resource, however solutions to barriers such as acute cellular rejection have yet to be elucidated. T regulatory
cells (Tregs), through their secretion of IL10, TGFß and interferon-γ, suppress activated T cells to downregulate
the immune response seen in acute cellular rejection, and may also have a role in tolerance to transplanted
grafts. We have previously shown that blockade of T cell co-stimulation with locally expressed ICOS-Ig can
prolong the survival of cellular xenografts and now show that this response is xeno-specific and associated with
increased IL-10 expression and induction of Tregs.
METHODS:
Porcine Iliac Endothelial cells (PIEC) were transfected with cDNA encoding the fusion molecule ICOS-Ig.
Subcutaneous xenograft transplants with wild-type PIEC or PIEC-ICOS-Ig were performed in BALB/c mice;
either single grafts, or a dual graft model with a wild-type PIEC graft on one flank and a PIEC-ICOS-Ig on the
opposing flank. Grafts were sampled at days 7 and 14 and characterised with immunohistochemistry, flow
cytometry and Q-PCR.
RESULTS:
Locally expressed ICOS-Ig prolonged xenograft survival when compared with wild-type grafts (median survival
34 vs 12 days, p=0.0025). When wild-type PIEC and PIEC-ICOS-Ig cells were grafted in the same mouse,
wild-type PIEC graft survival is prolonged (median survival 28 vs 12 days, p<0.05), indicating a systemic effect
of ICOS-Ig. This result was found to be xeno-specific, with no prolongation of similarly grafted EL4 allografts.
Immunohistochemistry revealed increased numbers of FoxP3+ cells in the perigraft region of both PIECICOSIg grafts and dual PIEC and PIEC-ICOS-Ig grafts at days 7 and 14. Flow cytometry of the graft infiltrating
lymphocytes revealed the majority of these FoxP3+ cells to be of the CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ Treg phenotype.
Furthermore, Q-PCR of these grafts revealed differences in expression of IL-10 but not TGFβ or IFN-γ.
CONCLUSIONS:
The presence of ICOS-Ig induces perigraft Tregs which are associated with prolonged survival of xenografts.
The increased expression of IL-10 in these grafts indicates a critical role of T cell/macrophage binding and
antigen recognition in the presence of ICOS-Ig. These data suggest that locally expressed ICOS-Ig may play an
important role in prolonging xenograft survival and the induction of tolerance through the presence of Tregs.
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SAVE Study: Reduced volatile agent usage following
introduction of Et-control system
Stanly Tay1, Laurence Weinberg2, Phil Peyton2; Juris Briedis3
1Anaesthetic Registrar, Austin/Northern Health 2 Staff Anaesthetist, Department of Anaesthesia, Austin Health 3 Director of Anaesthesia &
Perioperative Medicine, Northern Health

BACKGROUND: Total cumulative expenditure for inhalational agents at Austin Hospital was $270,000 for the
2010 financial year. Anaesthesia pharmacoeconomic modelling in our department shows that inhalational agent
costs will continue to escalate whilst resources remain finite. In order to evaluate strategies to reduce costs
within a finite hospital budget, we hypothesised that the use of Et control on the Aisys Carestation anaesthesia
delivery system (GE Healthcare®) during volatile anaesthesia will significantly reduce usage compared to
current practice. The Aisys Carestation is an anaesthesia delivery system designed to minimise fresh gas and
volatile usage by achieving and maintaining set target values using an automated algorithm with low-flow
anaesthesia.
METHODS: Following ethics approval, numbers and duration of volatile general anaesthesia cases, along with
volatile costs and CO2 absorbent costs were reviewed from Health Information Service and Pharmacy in a
12-week period prior to and a 12-week period after the introduction of Et-control. Inclusion criteria were all
general anaesthesia requiring a volatile agent. Primary end-point was average cost per day of volatiles. We also
surveyed Et-control use, looking at rates of utilisation plus flow rates used, to determine the generalisability of
our findings.
RESULTS: Over the two time periods, there were 1818 vs. 1810 cases analysed with no statistical difference
between gender (p=0.32), age group (p=0.87), ASA scores (p=0.73) or mean workload (153 vs. 160 hr/wk,
p=0.37). Use of Et control on the Aisys Carestation anaesthesia delivery system showed a substantial reduction
in inhalational agent cost ($376/day vs. $316/day, p=0.01) representing a 19.7% daily cost reduction when
corrected for number of anaesthesia hours. Sevoflurane use was 182 bottles (45.5L) vs 148 (37L), Desflurane
the same at 20 (4.8L), and Isoflurane the same at 1 (0.25L). CO2 absorbent cost did not increase significantly
($0.07/day). Our survey had a 65% response rate (1169/1810), and showed Et-control was used in 89% of
cases, with a mean flow rate of 0.63 vs 3.2L/min.
CONCLUSIONS: Low flow anaesthesia is a simple but highly effective method of cost minimisation for
inhalational anaesthetic agents. Use of Et-control on the Aisys Carestation anaesthesia delivery system
significantly reduces volatile cost compared to previous routine practice. Real cost savings were approximately
20% or $35,000 per 10,000 general anaesthetic hours.
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Comparison of Renal Preconditioning techniques in a
rat model.
K Sethi, O Patel, J Ischia, L Xiao, G Baldwin, A Shulkes, DM Bolton

BACKGROUND: Renal preconditioning (RPC) is a technique that exposes tissue susceptible to ischaemia
into triggering a family of intracellular transcription factors, the Hypoxia Inducible Factors (HIFs), to protect
against kidney injury. Preconditioning may offer protection to cells against irreversible nephron loss and tolerate
ischaemia beyond the accepted critical ischaemia time. Whilst these techniques have been explored in other
organs, no study has compared the effects of these techniques in the kidney. There is also emerging evidence
that a combination of these preconditioning techniques may confer greater protection in tissue.
METHODS: 24 solitary kidney-model Sprague Dawley rats were divided into groups of 6 undergoing either
a) control, b) 30mg/kg subcutaneous cobalt chloride (CoCl2) treatment over 24 hours, c) intermittent clamping
(IC) consisting of 5 minutes renal artery clamping followed by 10 minutes reperfusion over 4 cycles, or d) a
combination of both CoCl2 and IC. Following preconditioning, all rats underwent 40 minutes of renal artery
clamping (critical ischaemia) and were followed up with serum renal function tests and animal health scores for
7 days.
RESULTS: All rats demonstrated the greatest rise in serum creatinine at 24 hours, and urea at 72 hours with a
return to basal levels by day 7. All preconditioning methods improved renal function following critical ischaemia
up to 72 hours (mean +/- SEM creatinine in mol/l: control group, 273.3 +/- 40.3; CoCl2, 76.3 +/- 10.7 p<0.0005;
IC, 76.3 +/- 36.2 p<0.05; combination, 271.1 +/- 76). Rats treated with CoCl2 had the lowest rise in serum
creatinine at 24 hours (Control 390.5 +/- 18.4; CoCl2, 144.7 +/- 31.5 p<0.0001). Whilst the control group had a
50% mortality rate, no rats in the preconditioning groups died (p<0.005).
CONCLUSIONS: Individual cobalt treatment offers greater protection against renal damage than intermittent
clamping or a combination of these techniques in the kidney. Development of similar agents that specifically
target the same mechanistic pathway of HIF activation would offer the greatest benefit in renal preconditioning
for clinical application. An approach that stimulates kidney cells into protecting themselves by preconditioning
prior to ischaemic damage has great promise for use in a wide variety of medical and surgical conditions in the
future.
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Radial to femoral arterial blood pressure differences during
liver transplantation surgery.
M Lee, L Weinberg, Pearce, N Scurrah, D Story, P Pillai, P McCall, L McNicol
Department of Anaesthesia, Austin Hospital, Melbourne
BACKGROUND: Maintenance of cardiovascular stability during orthotopic liver transplantation (OLTx) is a
significant challenge to the anaesthetist. Accurate real-time monitoring of the circulation is essential for the
optimisation of blood volume status and titration of vasopressor support to minimise circulatory instability and
reduce perioperative risk. Discrepancies in arterial blood pressure measurements at different measurement
sites have been demonstrated in vasodilated states during cardiac surgery. A small number of published studies
in OLTx have shown mixed results. This has important implications for anaesthetic practice, as measured
arterial blood pressure is a primary determinant of fluid and vasopressor administration. We compared arterial
blood pressure measurements in the radial and femoral arteries during OLTx to determine whether significant
discrepancies between them exist, and whether arterial blood pressure measurements at the two sites can be
used interchangeably.
METHODS: Twenty-five patients were enrolled. Radial and femoral arteries were cannulated with a standardised
arterial line kit. Systolic arterial pressure (SAP), diastolic arterial pressure (DAP), mean arterial pressure (MAP)
and pulse pressure (PP) were measured at four time points. For each patient, an overall difference in each
blood pressure parameter was calculated by averaging across the four time points. Agreement between arterial
sites was assessed by the method described by Bland and Altman. Correlation was assessed by Pearson’s
correlation coefficient.
RESULTS: Overall radial to femoral arterial pressure differences are expressed as mean difference, standard
deviation and percentage error.
SBP: -14.9mmHg, 24.8mmHg, 47.0%;		
DBP: -2.0mmHg, 5.2mmHg, 20.8%
MAP: -4.8mmHg, 4.5mmHg, 13.1%; 		
PP: -13.5mmHg, 25.5mmHg, 91.8%
CONCLUSIONS: In patients undergoing liver transplantation, SAP and PP values from the radial artery neither
agree nor correlate with femoral artery values. Insertion sites cannot be used interchangeably for these
measurements. For MAP and DAP, radial and femoral sites can be used interchangeably. The observed
difference in central and peripheral arterial pressures has implications for the accuracy of devices that derive
haemodynamic parameters from pulse waveform analysis..
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I will not say I failed a thousand times. I will say that I
discovered there are thousand ways that can cause failure
- Thomas Edison
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